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Executive Summary

Type ERC-20 Token

Auditors Joseph Xu, Technical R&D Advisor

Roman Rohleder, Research Engineer

Timeline 2021-11-08 through 2021-11-24

EVM London

Languages Solidity

Methods Architecture Review, Unit Testing, Functional

Testing, Computer-Aided Verification, Manual

Review

Specification FLOW CARBON Token Details

README.md

Documentation Quality High

Test Quality High

Source Code
Repository Commit

flowcarbon/contracts (initial) f1e59a9

flowcarbon/contracts (re-audit) dbf4faf

Total Issues 4 (3 Resolved)

High Risk Issues 1 (1 Resolved)

Medium Risk Issues 1 (1 Resolved)

Low Risk Issues 0 (0 Resolved)

Informational Risk Issues 2 (1 Resolved)

Undetermined Risk Issues 0 (0 Resolved)

High Risk The issue puts a large number of users’
sensitive information at risk, or is
reasonably likely to lead to catastrophic
impact for client’s reputation or serious
financial implications for client and
users.

Medium Risk The issue puts a subset of users’
sensitive information at risk, would be
detrimental for the client’s reputation if
exploited, or is reasonably likely to lead
to moderate financial impact.

Low Risk The risk is relatively small and could not
be exploited on a recurring basis, or is a
risk that the client has indicated is low-
impact in view of the client’s business
circumstances.

Informational The issue does not post an immediate
risk, but is relevant to security best
practices or Defence in Depth.

Undetermined The impact of the issue is uncertain.

Unresolved Acknowledged the existence of the risk,
and decided to accept it without
engaging in special efforts to control it.

Acknowledged The issue remains in the code but is a
result of an intentional business or
design decision. As such, it is supposed
to be addressed outside the
programmatic means, such as: 1)
comments, documentation, README,
FAQ; 2) business processes; 3) analyses
showing that the issue shall have no
negative consequences in practice
(e.g., gas analysis, deployment
settings).

Resolved Adjusted program implementation,
requirements or constraints to eliminate
the risk.

Mitigated Implemented actions to minimize the
impact or likelihood of the risk.

https://github.com/flowcarbon/contracts/blob/main/README.md
https://github.com/flowcarbon/contracts
https://github.com/flowcarbon/contracts/commit/f1e59a9547bcdd0e89a86c4acb8d9e1d4896737a
https://github.com/flowcarbon/contracts
https://github.com/flowcarbon/contracts/commit/dbf4fafaddd4e32da053%2048b01b3c4ccbadd394c7


Summary of Findings

Quantstamp has conducted an audit of smart contracts related to VCU tokenization, created by Flow Carbon. The repository and the contracts contain a very thorough

documentation/comments. The test suite is also extensive, achieving 100% coverage score.

The auditor identified four issues in total, with two notable issues - one issue marked as "High" severity and another marked as "Medium" severity. These are related to the issue of token

decimal unit representation of the VCU and the risk of unwanted truncation that may arise from unit mis-representation. The auditor has identified two "Informational" issues, which are

related to the book-keeping issue in the base token retirement in the bundle contract, and the "Checks-Effects-Interactions" best practices pattern respectively.

The team has clarified that the intended token decimal unit representation is 18 decimals. The documentation and test suite have been modified with this in mind, leading to QSP-1

and QSP-2 being marked as Fixed (i.e., risk arising from these ambiguities as being resolved). Informational issues, code documentation recommendations, and best practices

recommendations have been fixed or acknowledged as of commit .

Update:

dbf4faf

ID Description Severity Status

QSP-1 Token decimal representation is unclear High Fixed

QSP-2 Users may be able to withdraw tokens without paying fees due to truncation Medium Fixed

QSP-3 Retirement records may become fragmented Informational Acknowledged

QSP-4 Violation of the "Checks-Effects-Interactions" pattern Informational Fixed

Quantstamp Audit Breakdown

Quantstamp's objective was to evaluate the repository for security-related issues, code quality, and adherence to specification and best practices.

Possible issues we looked for included (but are not limited to):

Transaction-ordering dependence•

Timestamp dependence•

Mishandled exceptions and call stack limits•

Unsafe external calls•

Integer overflow / underflow•

Number rounding errors•

Reentrancy and cross-function vulnerabilities•

Denial of service / logical oversights•

Access control•

Centralization of power•

Business logic contradicting the specification•

Code clones, functionality duplication•

Gas usage•

Arbitrary token minting•

Methodology

The Quantstamp auditing process follows a routine series of steps:

1. Code review that includes the following
i. Review of the specifications, sources, and instructions provided to Quantstamp to make sure we understand the size, scope, and functionality of the smart

contract.

ii. Manual review of code, which is the process of reading source code line-by-line in an attempt to identify potential vulnerabilities.

iii. Comparison to specification, which is the process of checking whether the code does what the specifications, sources, and instructions provided to Quantstamp
describe.

2. Testing and automated analysis that includes the following:
i. Test coverage analysis, which is the process of determining whether the test cases are actually covering the code and how much code is exercised when we run

those test cases.

ii. Symbolic execution, which is analyzing a program to determine what inputs cause each part of a program to execute.

3. Best practices review, which is a review of the smart contracts to improve efficiency, effectiveness, clarify, maintainability, security, and control based on the
established industry and academic practices, recommendations, and research.

4. Specific, itemized, and actionable recommendations to help you take steps to secure your smart contracts.

Toolset

The notes below outline the setup and steps performed in the process of this audit.

Setup

Tool Setup:

v0.8.0• Slither

v0.22.30• Mythril

https://github.com/crytic/slither
https://github.com/ConsenSys/mythril


Steps taken to run the tools:

1. Install the Slither tool: pip3 install slither-analyzer

2. Run the Slither tool from the project directory: slither .

1. Install the Mythril tool: pip3 install mythril

2. Run the Mythril tool on each contract: myth analyze path/to/contract

Findings

QSP-1 Token decimal representation is unclear

Severity: High Risk

FixedStatus:

File(s) affected: abstracts/AbstractToken.sol

The abstract token inherits from OpenZeppelin's , which by default has 18 decimals. This should mean that 1 VCU is represented as 1e18 within the token

balances and in the context of actual usage. On the other hand, the documentations and test suite both seem to indicate that the intention is to represent 1 VCU as 1e0. This discrepancy can be

highly problematic, as the decimal unit is not overridden in the abstract token.

Description: ERC20Upgradeable

The actual implication or exploit is unclear. However, ambiguities in decimal representation exposes the contracts to risks of serious loss when integrating with external

protocols.

Exploit Scenario:

Clarify whether the intended specification is to have 1 VCU = 1e18 or 1 VCU = 1e0 in the token balances. Ensure that the proper token decimal representation is clearly

indicated in the code and well-documented in the technical specifications. Modify the test suite and other off-chain components with the correct token decimal units in mind.

Recommendation:

The team has clarified that 1 VCU = 1e18. The team has modified the documentation and test suites based on the 18 decimal representation. The exact response is as follows:Update:

1e18 is correct, each token has 18 decimals. We’ve updated the test suite to use realistic values and have added the following clarification to our token specs:

> Each Token represents exactly one VCU. Tokens are represented as 1e18 base units, meaning that each token has 18 decimals.

All changes regarding QSP-1 are only changes to the test suite and are in this commit: https://github.com/flowcarbon/contracts/commit/fd20a591fc52c2c42d9bf87fb09b1fbc58c2a58a

QSP-2 Users may be able to withdraw tokens without paying fees due to truncation

Severity: Medium Risk

FixedStatus:

File(s) affected: CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol

Users can withdraw individual carbon credit token from the bundle contract using . The fee associated with the withdrawal is computed by the operation

. This division can lead to unwanted truncation, especially when is small compared to . As a result, the protocol may not accrue as much fee as initially

projected, as users may choose to perform withdrawals in small batches to avoid paying fees (especially if 1 VCU is represented as 1e0 instead of 1e18).

Description: withdraw() amount_ /
feeDivisor amount_ feeDivisor

Double-check the token decimal units to ensure that truncation will not be an issue for realistic withdrawal amounts. An alternative pattern for fees that is commonly observed

is to compute the fee amount using a variable and a constant denominator to express the fee in basis

points. The fee can be calculated as (but this does not mitigate the impact of truncation).

Recommendation:

uin256 public numerator uint256 public constant denominator = 10000
(amount_ * numerator)/denominator

The team has clarified that 1 VCU = 1e18 (see QSP-1). As a result, the impact of truncation will be most likely economically insignificant, thereby resolving this issue.Update:

QSP-3 Retirement records may become fragmented

Severity: Informational

AcknowledgedStatus:

,File(s) affected: CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol CarbonCreditToken.sol

To properly keep track of individual carbon credit token retirement, users must keep track of the carbon credit token contract itself and every

instance that has ever had the token added as an underlying. This is because each individual bundle contract maintains its own underlying token retirement records and simply burn the

underlying token when finalizing the retirement. This is in contrast to an alternative procedure where the bundle contract calls the function on the underlying token instead of burning,

and then having the contract owner call of the underlying token to consolidate all retirement records in the underlying token.

The Token Detail document seems to suggest that this is a conscious design decision: "This is an important bookkeeping point: Retirement and Retirement counting happens in the contract

where the actual retirement happens. This is important because the user has retired the bundle token not the underlying project - she might not even be aware of it - and wants to track her

retirements on the bundle." However, the ability to track retirement events within the bundle contract and the ability to allow the underlying carbon credit token to be retired in the native

contract are not mutually exclusive.

Description: CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol

retire()
finalizeRetirement()

Clarify the intention behind this design decision. Indicate whether or not the retirement record fragmentation is a realistic concern, and if there are off-chain solutions that

can be used to consolidate the records if fragmentation does occur.

Recommendation:

The team has clarified that this design decision is based on the fact that users will mainly interact with the bundle token instead of the underlying token. The exact response is as follows:Update:

This is by design.

First of all it’s important to clarify that bundle tokens are the default. They will be the ones going into Liquidity Pools, other protocols and so on, so in general users will use bundle tokens and not underlyings. If users
will buy credits on the FLOW CARBON website they will buy bundle tokens.

Following from that, users will most likely collect their retirement solely in bundle tokens and not at all in underlyings; a lot of users will not even know about the different projects and only care about the commodity of
the bundle.

There will be A LOT of projects compared to bundles. Therefore users will most likely keep track of the bundle tokens and not of the underlying projects.

FLOW CARBON will have a dAPP for users to effectively and easily manage their retirement portfolio.

QSP-4 Violation of the "Checks-Effects-Interactions" pattern

Severity: Informational

FixedStatus:



File(s) affected: CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol

There are several functions in which the "Checks-Effects-Interactions" pattern is violated. While these instances will not directly lead to reentrancy, it is nevertheless a good practice

to implement the pattern to eliminate the risk.

Description:

In , the function makes an external call before updating the mapping via
.

• CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol deposit() token_.safeTransferFrom() _balances

_mint()

In , the function makes an external call before updating the mapping
and the variable.

• CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol finalizeRetirement() token_.burn() _retiredChecksums

retired

Modify the sequence of procedures so that the external calls take place after contract state updates.Recommendation:

Fixed in commit .Update: 86a565a

Automated Analyses

Slither

The Slither tool analyzed 55 contracts (including library contracts) with 75 detectors, returning 287 results. Notable outputs from the Slither tool is shown below, after a

manual review to exclude insignificant or false positive results. The output generally points to best practices issues.

INFO:Detectors:
CarbonCreditBundleToken.removeToken(CarbonCreditToken) (contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol#126-133) uses a dangerous strict equality:

- require(bool,string)(token_.balanceOf(address(this)) == 0,token has remaining balance) (contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol#129)
Reference: https://github.com/crytic/slither/wiki/Detector-Documentation#dangerous-strict-equalities

INFO:Detectors:
CarbonCreditBundleToken._addToken(CarbonCreditToken) (contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol#112-120) ignores return value by _tokenAddresses.add(address(token_)) (contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol#117)
CarbonCreditBundleToken.removeToken(CarbonCreditToken) (contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol#126-133) ignores return value by _tokenAddresses.remove(tokenAddress) (contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol#130)
Reference: https://github.com/crytic/slither/wiki/Detector-Documentation#unused-return

INFO:Detectors:
burn(uint256) should be declared external:

- CarbonCreditToken.burn(uint256) (contracts/CarbonCreditToken.sol#77-82)
Reference: https://github.com/crytic/slither/wiki/Detector-Documentation#public-function-that-could-be-declared-external

Mythril

The Mythril tool did not detect any issues.

Code Documentation

There are several instances of an error message typo; "out of bounce" should be "out of bounds". This typo can be found in L64-65 and L80 of

and L33-34 of .

[Fixed]

CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol CarbonCreditToken.sol

Adherence to Best Practices

1. Return values from function calls are ignored in and .[Acknowledged] CarbonCreditBundleToken._addToken() CarbonCreditBundleToken.removeToken()

2. The following functions can be declared instead of :[Fixed] external public

CarbonCreditBundleTokenFactory.createCarbonCreditBundleToken()•

CarbonCreditToken.creditType()•

CarbonCreditToken.finalizeRetirement()•

CarbonCreditToken.methodology()•

CarbonCreditToken.mint()•

CarbonCreditToken.vintage()•

CarbonCreditTokenFactory.createCarbonCreditToken()•

Test Results

Test Suite Results

All tests are passing in the test suite.

Contract: CarbonCreditBundleToken
✓ can say if a token exists
✓ can increment the vintage (139ms)
✓ can not increment the vintage as non owner (361ms)
✓ can not increment the vintage by more than 10 years (130ms)
✓ can add tokens (843ms)
✓ can add tokens with newer vintage (437ms)
✓ can not add self (76ms)
✓ can not add tokens as non owner (357ms)
✓ can not add tokens with vintage mismatch (1117ms)
✓ can not add tokens twice (839ms)
✓ can remove tokens (249ms)
✓ can not remove tokens as non owner (62ms)
✓ cannot remove tokens with remaining balance (385ms)
✓ cannot remove tokens with unknown address (143ms)
✓ can deposit tokens (1236ms)
✓ one cannot not deposit tokens with outdated vintage (558ms)
✓ can not deposit tokens with an unknown address (331ms)
✓ can withdraw tokens (727ms)
✓ does not take a fee when fee divisor is 0 (1651ms)

https://github.com/flowcarbon/contracts/commit/86a565a843b504ffd4f60a4d279110bd4aed79d5


✓ can not withdraw tokens with an unknown address (1726ms)
✓ cannot withdraw more tokens than there are for the requested underlying (1034ms)
✓ should retire tokens (618ms)
✓ should not retire more tokens than one has (659ms)
✓ should finalize the retirement (1107ms)
✓ should not finalize the retirement with an unknown address (579ms)
✓ should not finalize the retirement with the same checksum (1017ms)
✓ should not finalize the retirement if it is not the owner (2089ms)
✓ should not finalize the retirement if it exceeds awaiting retirement (1426ms)
✓ should not finalize the retirement if it exceeds token balance (1661ms)
✓ should discover retirements (1258ms)
✓ should not discover retirements for unknown address and key (106ms)
✓ should discover tokens (122ms)
✓ should revert at unkown index

Contract: CarbonCreditBundleTokenFactory
✓ should return the token contract (63ms)
✓ should swap the implementation contract (758ms)
✓ should not swap the implementation contract for non owners (259ms)
✓ should not swap the implementation contract for the zero address (219ms)
✓ should not clone for non-owners (151ms)
✓ should create a new bundle token (632ms)
✓ should not clone for years before 2000 (109ms)
✓ should not clone for years after 2100 (155ms)

Contract: CarbonCreditToken
✓ should have transferred the owner (118ms)
✓ should have set the name and symbol and token details (86ms)
✓ should mint new tokens (156ms)
✓ should not mint new tokens if the checksum already exists (165ms)
✓ should not mint new tokens if it is not the owner (117ms)
✓ should retire tokens (919ms)
✓ should not retire more tokens than one has (991ms)
✓ should finalize retirements (1046ms)
✓ should not finalize retirements with already used checksums (934ms)
✓ should not finalize retirement if it is not the owner (647ms)
✓ should not retire if it is higher than awaiting (1092ms)
✓ should discover retirements (1028ms)
✓ should not discover retirements for unknown address and key (67ms)
✓ should increase movedOffChain only if the owner burns (1228ms)

Contract: CarbonCreditTokenFactory
✓ should transfer the owner
✓ should return the token contract
✓ should swap the implementation contract (1098ms)
✓ should not swap the implementation contract for non owners (1003ms)
✓ should not swap the implementation contract for the zero address (149ms)
✓ should not clone for non-owners (102ms)
✓ should not clone for years before 2000 (542ms)
✓ should not clone for years after 2100 (365ms)
✓ should create a new token (1422ms)

64 passing (3m)

Code Coverage

The test suite has 100% coverage.

File % Stmts % Branch % Funcs % Lines Uncovered Lines

contracts/ 100 100 100 100

CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol 100 100 100 100

CarbonCreditBundleTokenFactory.sol 100 100 100 100

CarbonCreditToken.sol 100 100 100 100

CarbonCreditTokenFactory.sol 100 100 100 100

contracts/abstracts/ 100 100 100 100

AbstractToken.sol 100 100 100 100

AbstractTokenFactory.sol 100 100 100 100

contracts/interfaces/ 100 100 100 100

ICarbonCreditTokenInterface.sol 100 100 100 100

All files 100 100 100 100



Appendix

File Signatures

The following are the SHA-256 hashes of the reviewed files. A file with a different SHA-256 hash has been modified, intentionally or otherwise, after the security review. You are cautioned that a
different SHA-256 hash could be (but is not necessarily) an indication of a changed condition or potential vulnerability that was not within the scope of the review.

Contracts

fcb895e90403de01346b9d8c0433fda0df749cc8c1f254c910c50aeb1ee4899e ./contracts/CarbonCreditTokenFactory.sol

df1bc9dbf1cff8f98245eb4ec0d9270355486aeba66cac805f8cad0560d6c137 ./contracts/Migrations.sol

f8d5729aae598d42261ab6a2665b3bf0819dbc60ecb2fda29cfa9bca2f62f7e6 ./contracts/abstracts/AbstractToken.sol

f2896255a0c1024d7199571d9da4bbc454cb387f18e22f8e06db77ffb39f3566 ./contracts/abstracts/AbstractTokenFactory.sol

217d51d4df460ba13858266272b5c5698338c5100b34e55f41a77173e2d68c01 ./contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol

9d698f84ea85edc42a00bbbf549a4e9be58cff9001570953473643d9109b1d24 ./contracts/CarbonCreditBundleTokenFactory.sol

da289d285fc5246072a0a2da6feb7f09ff42ff21f203123e516b567d9c820df6 ./contracts/CarbonCreditToken.sol

9f282da32dcb1ab7797052443d92e004bf0941b97339a10f98f7e4809c9280d1 ./contracts/interfaces/ICarbonCreditTokenInterface.sol

Tests

5cd2300382ddb654b7bc17865269b175a74c6995e828d5032e538def5214fa2e ./test/TestCarbonCreditTokenFactory.js

be2ac04d9a3194b5e0d166fe16f2cff859dd2d43f049b189ca3ced1d91aab34c ./test/TestCarbonCreditBundleTokenFactory.js

12fa4eb5a7c54325885ca59b0c6d9597621afd1e3f4011bcbf04f7004664ddc0 ./test/TestCarbonCreditToken.js

705f230a357358424098a9bab216b12dfe72374f26c6c19e5efb08db6821c985 ./test/TestCarbonCreditBundleToken.js

Changelog

2021-11-09 - Initial report (f1e59a9)•

2021-11-24 - Re-audit report (dbf4faf)•



About Quantstamp

Quantstamp is a Y Combinator-backed company that helps to secure blockchain platforms at scale using computer-aided reasoning tools, with a mission to help boost the

adoption of this exponentially growing technology.

With over 1000 Google scholar citations and numerous published papers, Quantstamp's team has decades of combined experience in formal verification, static analysis,

and software verification. Quantstamp has also developed a protocol to help smart contract developers and projects worldwide to perform cost-effective smart contract

security scans.

To date, Quantstamp has protected $5B in digital asset risk from hackers and assisted dozens of blockchain projects globally through its white glove security assessment

services. As an evangelist of the blockchain ecosystem, Quantstamp assists core infrastructure projects and leading community initiatives such as the Ethereum

Community Fund to expedite the adoption of blockchain technology.

Quantstamp's collaborations with leading academic institutions such as the National University of Singapore and MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) reflect our

commitment to research, development, and enabling world-class blockchain security.

Timeliness of content

The content contained in the report is current as of the date appearing on the report and is subject to change without notice, unless indicated otherwise by Quantstamp;

however, Quantstamp does not guarantee or warrant the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any report you access using the internet or other means, and assumes

no obligation to update any information following publication.

Notice of confidentiality

This report, including the content, data, and underlying methodologies, are subject to the confidentiality and feedback provisions in your agreement with Quantstamp.

These materials are not to be disclosed, extracted, copied, or distributed except to the extent expressly authorized by Quantstamp.

Links to other websites

You may, through hypertext or other computer links, gain access to web sites operated by persons other than Quantstamp, Inc. (Quantstamp). Such hyperlinks are

provided for your reference and convenience only, and are the exclusive responsibility of such web sites' owners. You agree that Quantstamp are not responsible for the

content or operation of such web sites, and that Quantstamp shall have no liability to you or any other person or entity for the use of third-party web sites. Except as

described below, a hyperlink from this web site to another web site does not imply or mean that Quantstamp endorses the content on that web site or the operator or

operations of that site. You are solely responsible for determining the extent to which you may use any content at any other web sites to which you link from the report.

Quantstamp assumes no responsibility for the use of third-party software on the website and shall have no liability whatsoever to any person or entity for the accuracy or

completeness of any outcome generated by such software.

Disclaimer

This report is based on the scope of materials and documentation provided for a limited review at the time provided. Results may not be complete nor inclusive of all

vulnerabilities. The review and this report are provided on an as-is, where-is, and as-available basis. You agree that your access and/or use, including but not limited to any

associated services, products, protocols, platforms, content, and materials, will be at your sole risk. Blockchain technology remains under development and is subject to

unknown risks and flaws. The review does not extend to the compiler layer, or any other areas beyond the programming language, or other programming aspects that

could present security risks. A report does not indicate the endorsement of any particular project or team, nor guarantee its security. No third party should rely on the

reports in any way, including for the purpose of making any decisions to buy or sell a product, service or any other asset. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we disclaim

all warranties, expressed or implied, in connection with this report, its content, and the related services and products and your use thereof, including, without limitation, the

implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. We do not warrant, endorse, guarantee, or assume responsibility for any

product or service advertised or offered by a third party through the product, any open source or third-party software, code, libraries, materials, or information linked to,

called by, referenced by or accessible through the report, its content, and the related services and products, any hyperlinked websites, any websites or mobile applications

appearing on any advertising, and we will not be a party to or in any way be responsible for monitoring any transaction between you and any third-party providers of

products or services. As with the purchase or use of a product or service through any medium or in any environment, you should use your best judgment and exercise

caution where appropriate. FOR AVOIDANCE OF DOUBT, THE REPORT, ITS CONTENT, ACCESS, AND/OR USAGE THEREOF, INCLUDING ANY ASSOCIATED SERVICES OR

MATERIALS, SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED OR RELIED UPON AS ANY FORM OF FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT, TAX, LEGAL, REGULATORY, OR OTHER ADVICE.
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